Call for Papers

The International Policy Centre for Inclusive Growth (IPC-IG), a joint project between the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and the Government of Brazil, is welcoming submissions of Working Papers in the field of impact evaluation of public policies, giving researchers the opportunity to publish their studies and ideas and reach a broad global audience of policymakers, practitioners and academics.

The studies promoted through this series will answer to a research agenda developed in response to global demand in the field. Our Working Papers are peer-reviewed, high-standard publications that enjoy the broad international outreach capacity of our partner networks. In 2017, the IPC-IG released 144 publications, which were downloaded a total of 835,863 times worldwide. Working Papers are also accompanied by our popular One Pager format, which seeks to introduce readers to the synthesised ideas and concepts explored more in-depth in the paper itself. They allow for a larger piece of work to be disseminated in an easier-to-digest format.

How to participate?

1. Submit your paper. Send an email to Daniel da Mata at publications@ipc-undp.org with the subject: Working Paper: “Title” and the paper attached in MS Word (.doc or .docx) format, formatted according to the IPC-IG’s Guidelines for Authors, which accompanies this Call for Papers.

2. Include complete author information: full name, e-mail address and institutional affiliation.
3. Also attach a 1-page summary which will be published as a One Pager companion piece (not the abstract, but rather a full summary including main findings and conclusions).

Papers should be submitted by no later than 30 May. Your paper will be peer reviewed and chosen for publication according to the IPC-IG’s editorial board. The material will then be copyedited in English according to the highest academic standards, to be published digitally and widely disseminated through our partner networks.

Your paper might not be chosen for publication immediately, given our staggered publication schedule. We will communicate with each author individually.

The IPC-IG is a leading global forum for South–South dialogue on innovative development policies, aiming to expand the knowledge and capacities of developing countries to design, implement and evaluate effective policies to attain inclusive growth. We are committed to providing policy and institutional innovations and alternatives leading to the reduction of poverty and inequality, and to social inclusion and gender equality.

Thank you for your interest and we hope for a fruitful partnership!

Yours sincerely,

Daniel da Mata

Research Associate and Working Paper Editor, IPC-IG